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retire from tennis due to heart problems, Ashe contracted AIDS
from a tainted blood transfusion during one of his surgeries, and
from this he reluctantly became a spokesperson and fundraiser
for the disease, accepting this as his purpose.
Price describes Ashe as achieving a rare greatness, becoming
the ﬁrst sportsman in memory to be honored by the tribute of lying
in state, while literally thousands waited in line to say goodbye.
Price wrote, “Sport is the American factory for children’s heroes
because kids play games; they can relate and be awed. But Ashe
was a rarer kind of hero, an example of what to do when the
playing stops, a role model for the adults…The typical champion
spends his remaining years in a kind of endless cast party, full
of backslaps and soggy nostalgia. Not Ashe. He showed how, at
career’s end, not to be pathetic.”
Such is the case with MacLaren and Yeboah.
In an article appearing on ESPN.com, Greg Garber
quotes Pulitzer Prize-winning writer for the Chicago Tribune,
Clarence Page, on Ashe. “Arthur Ashe was a fellow who was
not only appropriate to break the color barrier in his sport, but
understood the larger signiﬁcance of his achievement. You cannot
underestimate the power that sport has for social change. It has
a great visceral impact on our culture.” Page continued, “Arthur
Ashe went beyond sport to advance history.” This is why the
ESPY Courage Award is named for Arthur Ashe, and this is why
this award is important to the recognition of O&P.

The Power of Purpose
When a rare but indelible and deﬁning moment like winning an
ESPY happens in our industry to one of “ours,” do we view it as a

ﬂeeting moment that simply brings us joy in the very instance that
it exists, or do we take it to heart, fully giving way to its potential
to live in our gut and stir within us our own call to action?
We are human, we have inherent ﬂaws, and we often get
caught up in the day-to-day grind and the uncertainties caused
by the challenges that lie before us, and we can forget what truly
motivates us, why we do what we do, why we work.
Author Peggy Noonan wrote, in an article for the May/June
2000 issue of O Magazine called Why We Work So Hard, “Work
is a way of creating and contributing; it is a giving to the world….
It is a yielding up and showing, whatever it is you did”—the bestmade product, the best-written marketing plan, the best-ﬁtting
prosthetic socket you had within you.
According to Noonan, work can be the bestower of moments
when you do it well. She further explains that it’s not just for
the money that we work, she says, “There’s something else,
something wonderful we are searching for.”
When you are wondering what that “something wonderful”
is that you are searching for, look no further than these moments
in the lives of two O&P patients served by your industry being
honored by the very people our society chooses to celebrate as
today’s heroes and icons. This year MacLaren and Yeboah reign
together as the heroes of heroes. This year it is collectively your
work, and MacLaren’s work, and Yeboah’s work that embodies the
true measure of heroism—extraordinary achievement, courage,
and the ability to serve as a model. Recognize this moment for
O&P as truly golden in reminding us of the power of purpose.
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individual, institution and company inside and beyond the O&P community.
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